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RESURRECTION AND PERSONAL IDENTITY

T

he notion of preservation of personal identity in face of physical
change as well as identity as a member of a particular species was
discussed by this writer in the Summer 2008 issue of Tradition in
an endeavor to elucidate the principles that serve to regulate the kashrut
status of the offspring of members of kosher and non-kosher species.1
That discussion demonstrated that, according to Rashi, personal identity
is the product of a cause and effect relationship. Change certainly does
occur in the course of human development and maturation but were
there no baby, there would be no adolescent; were there no adolescent,
there would be no adult. The baby, in a very significant sense, is the cause
of the adolescent and the adolescent is the cause of the adult. That causal
nexus gives rise both to personal identity and to identity as a member of
a species because, despite any physical change that may occur, the cause is
always present in its effect. Accordingly, the mother is present in her
offspring and hence the offspring shares in the species identity of its
progenitor.
The Gemara, Temurah 31a, declares that in the course of gestation
the fertilized egg becomes putrid, with the result that the hatchling that
is produced arises from mere dust (“me-afra ka gadil”). According to
Rashi, in birds, with decomposition of the egg and its reduction into
dust, the causal nexus between the mother bird and its young is broken.
It is “dust” rather than the mother that gives rise to the nascent bird. Accordingly, the status of every newly-born fledgling is that of a primordial
bird, and its species identity is determined by physical characteristics rather than by the identity of its progenitor.
Rambam, it was contended, maintains that, despite ongoing change,
personal identity as well as identity as a member of a particular species is
an epiphenomenon of spatio-temporal contiguity. Hence, although the
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J.D. Bleich, “The Problem of Identity in Rashi, Rambam and the Tosafists,”
Tradition 41:2 (2008):24-49.
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egg degenerates and becomes “dust,” the resultant dust is also part of the
continuum of mother bird to egg, egg to dust, and dust to hatchling.
“Dust” is part of that spatio-temporal continuum and hence the fledging
is endowed with the same species identity enjoyed by its mother.
Neither theory serves to explain why, or in what sense, upon resurrection of the dead, the reconstituted body should in all circumstances be
regarded as the same person who died years or centuries earlier. According to the thesis ascribed to Rashi, sexual reproduction is certainly a causal phenomenon. The progenitor is the cause of the offspring and is present
in the effect. Causality in the physical universe is a natural phenomenon.
Natural processes deploy themselves in a manner such that the causal
nature of the nexus is readily apprehended. Resurrection, on the other
hand, is entirely miraculous, and, as such, involves no element of physical
causality. God is the sole cause of that phenomenon. He may choose to
use the residual substance of an earlier existing person as the material
from which the resurrected individual will be formed but, since He is the
sole and complete author of that process, continuity of identity between
the deceased and the resurrected person cannot be established on the
basis of a causal relationship between the two bodies. In no sense is the
original body even a contributing cause of the existence of the resurrected
body. In no way is the role of the original body comparable to that of the
adolescent who, as the cause of the adult, remains present in the adult.
According to Rambam, it was argued, identity is associated with the
phenomenon of spatio-temporal contiguity. That which occupies contiguous points in space during the course of successive moments of time
is a single entity endowed with a single identity. Ostensibly, then, resurrection poses no problem: a person dies; the corpse is interred and turns
into dust; at the time of resurrection, the dust is reassembled and reconstituted as a living person. The material substance of the original body
and of the newly-resurrected body is one and the same. The substance
occupies contiguous points in space during the course of its journey from
deathbed to grave to site of resurrection.
However, what of the body that is not buried but is consumed by fire
and vaporized, leaving no residual substance? There can be no question
that those consigned to crematoria during the Holocaust were not thereby deprived of an opportunity for resurrection.2
2

Folk wisdom has it that Judaism abjures cremation because of its belief that the
body must be preserved for resurrection. That notion is simply inaccurate. Cremation
is forbidden by virtue of the commandment “for you shall surely bury him” (Deuteronomy 21:23), not because cremation precludes resurrection. It may be the case that
a person who eschews burial in favor of cremation will not merit resurrection but that
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The problem is hardly novel. It was first raised by R. Saadia Ga’on in
his Book of Beliefs and Opinions, Treatise VII, chap. 7.3 Saadia poses the
question in a highly complex form:
But suppose a lion were to eat a man, and then the lion would drown and
a fish would eat him up, and then the fish would be caught and a man
would eat him, and then the man would be burned and turn into ashes.
Whence would the Creator restore the first man? Would He do it from
the lion or the fish or the second man or the fire or the ashes?

Saadia presents a scientifically sophisticated response. He propounds
a thesis that today would be described as the notion of conservation of
matter. According to Saadia, matter can be converted to other forms of
matter but cannot be destroyed since “it is not conceivable that anyone
should have the power to annihilate anything to the point at which it
would vanish completely, except its Creator who produced it ex nihilo.”
Fire, declares Saadia, “merely effects a separation of the parts of a thing
and a reunion between each part and its original element, causing the
dust part to turn into ashes.” Vaporization, Saadia would surely have said,
is merely the conversion of a solid into a gas but does not signify annihilation of matter. No matter what happens to a corpse “none of the constituent parts… could have been annihilated; they must all have been set
aside, wheresoever they may have been taken up… until such time as they
are to be restored in their entirety.” For Saadia, incineration of a body
does not affect spatio-temporal contiguity and hence does not negate that
concept as the defining criterion of preservation of identity despite ongoing change.
R. Hasdai ibn Crescas, however, did not find it necessary to resort to
a doctrine of conservation of matter in order to account for bodily resurrection. For Crescas, the manner in which the decomposed body will be
reconstituted is not at all a problem since it is not necessarily the original
body that will be reassigned to the soul at the time of resurrection. In his
Or ha-Shem, ma’amar gimmel, kelal daled, chap. 4, Crescas writes:
there is no benefit in those [original] components coming together, and
all the more so if it would be necessary to separate them [from other
animals]. Rather, divine justice would be manifest in them even if God
is so only because such a choice reflects renunciation of a biblical commandment, not
because there is no body available for resurrection.
3
All proceeding quotes from R. Saadia Ga’on are from his Book of Beliefs and Opinions, Treatise VII, chap. 7.
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creates a creation [endowed] with the temperament and characteristics
possessed by Reuben, for example, such that “not one hair of his head fall
to the ground,” … and were [Reuben’s] soul, which is a substance enduring per se, to unite with this creation, there is no doubt that this soul
and its faculties would use this body, upon its union with it, identically as
it had used the body of Reuben.
… just as there is no special care taken with regard to the clothing that it
be from the same components of that in which he was buried, as long as
it is in its likeness, as if he were sleeping in his clothing, for in this there
is some indication of the individuality of the man, so there is no special
care taken concerning the body, that the components of the elements be
those which had been separated from it, as long as they be in the same
relation…

One may restate Crescas’ position by saying that the human body is
analogous to a suit of clothes. A person wears one suit one day and another suit the next day, but the essence of the individual is in no way
affected. In an ontological sense, clothes do not make the man. Identity
of appearance is preserved when an individual wears different suits
of the same measure, style, and color. Similarly, a person is not defined
in terms of his body. Therefore, the particular body assigned to an
individual upon resurrection is of no more significance to definition of
his identity than is the suit he may choose to wear on any given day.
If so, spatio-temporal contiguity cannot be the defining factor of personal identity. In what sense, then, can it be said that the individual who
died and the individual who had been resurrected are one and the same
person?
II.
The question, “In what sense can it be said that the individual who died
and the individual who has been resurrected are one and the same person?” may well be an example of the fallacy of the compound question.
What evidence is there that the two bodies share a single identity?
To the extent that there are philosophical considerations supporting
the notion of physical resurrection, those considerations demonstrate
that the corpse and the resurrected body must share a common identity.
As cited by R. Joseph Albo, Sefer ha-Ikkarim, Book IV, chap. 30, the
13th-century rabbinic scholar R. Aaron ha-Levi maintained that reward
and punishment must be experienced both by the body and the soul.
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R. Aaron ha-Levi maintained that the soul itself is “incomplete” and
requires a body for its perfection. Accordingly, divine justice requires
resurrection of the body so that it may be accorded reward for its physical
participation in the service of the Deity. It would stand to reason that,
according to R. Aaron ha-Levi, in order to satisfy that notion of divine
justice, the resurrected body would have to be identical in its material
substance to the body that earned the reward.4
Crescas, Or ha-Shem, Third Treatise, First Section, Part 3, chap. 3,
makes much the same point in asserting that, since man, in either serving
God or rebelling against Him, does so as an entity in which body and soul
are conjoined, it is proper that both should participate in the reward.
Resurrection, for Crescas, is designed to provide for reward in that guise.5
In Part 4, chap. 4, Crescas asserts that, upon resurrection, the reconstituted body need not consist of the body’s original components and,
indeed, “there is no advantage in those [original components] coming
together.” Divine justice requires only that a body endowed with the
same temperament and characteristics be created. Crescas’ thesis concerning the notion of personal identity will be discussed presently, but it
is clear that his understanding of divine theodicy requires that the resurrected person have the same identity as the individual who died since, as
he stated earlier in Part 3, chap. 1, “reward cannot be given to Reuben as
compensation for the services of Simeon.”

III.
The issue of identity at the time of resurrection is not merely a matter of
philosophical speculation; it has significant halakhic ramifications. Granted
that the body in its original existence is the template for the resurrected
body, the question of circumcision is moot. Since a circumcised male is
resurrected without a foreskin, there is nothing to excise. But a male who
at birth lacks a foreskin over his glans nevertheless requires hatafat dam
brit, i.e., letting of a minuscule amount of blood signifying the “blood
of the covenant.” If the resurrected body does indeed share a common
4

Albo, Sefer ha-Ikkarim, Book 4, chap. 35, counters that view with the argument
that such a doctrine would entail that a large number of bodies belonging to different
periods of the deceased’s life would have to be resurrected so that each would experience reward. Thus, Albo clearly rejects both the notion of spatio-temporal contiguity
and the presence of a cause and effect relationship as the defining factor of human
identity.
5
See also Or ha-Shem, Third Treatise, First Section, Part 4, chap. 2
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identity with the body prior to its demise, there will be no need for such
blood-letting. But if the two bodies do not share a single identity, it
would stand to reason that the resurrected individual would be subject to
that requirement since the resurrected male endowed with a new identity
has not previously fulfilled the commandment concerning circumcision.6
For that matter, if his identity is newly acquired, his status as a Jew cannot
arise from matrilineal succession and hence, logically, he should require
conversion to Judaism.7
Perhaps of even greater import is the question of whether a resurrected couple are deemed to be husband and wife or whether, as persons arising sua sponte, there are no preexisting marital bonds between
them.8
The latter question was first posed by R. Saadia Ga’on in his previously cited discussion of resurrection. Saadia regards the question in the
same light as the query of the Gemara, Niddah 70a, regarding whether or
not those who will be resurrected will be required to have “water of purification” sprinkled upon them as is required for those who come into
contact with a corpse. The Gemara responds, “Our teacher Moses will be
with them,” i.e., since Moses will be present and available to resolve the
matter, the answer can abide the event. Similarly, declares Saadia, we need
not concern ourselves with the marital status of a resurrected couple but
can leave the matter for clarification by Moses.
6
Ramban, in his commentary on Rambam’s Sefer ha-Mizvot, shoresh 3, sec.7, rules
that, upon resurrection, Aaron and his progeny will require consecration as priests in
a manner comparable to the original consecration of Aaron and his sons because they
will be “anashim mehudashim – renewed individuals.” Taken literally, Ramban seems
to assert that the original identity of resurrected priests is not preserved. However,
Sifra, Parashat Zav 18:1, records a controversy with regard to this matter. If no
renewed consecration is required, priestly identity must be regarded as having been
preserved. Perhaps Ramban employs the term “anashim mehudashim,” i.e. “renewed
individuals,” rather than “anashim hadashim,” i.e. “new people,” in order to indicate
that it is only priestly status that requires renewal because such status lapses upon
death but that individual identity is unaffected.
7
See R. Chaim Kanievski, Siah ha-Sadeh, II, Likkutim, no. 4.
8
Another possible ramification might arise in a situation in which a homicide victim is restored to life by a prophet. It is arguable that, if the resurrected victim is
the same person who was murdered, the murderer should not be liable to the death
penalty. Nevertheless, R. Abraham Kahana-Shapiro, Dvar Avraham, I, no. 5, sec. 3,
takes it for granted that the murderer would nevertheless be culpable. Indeed, were
that not the case, no homicide could be punished, since it may be anticipated that
the victim will be restored to life with the advent of the eschatological era. It may,
however, be the case that culpability for homicide has no bearing upon identity or
personhood because “rezihah,“ or homicide, is a technical concept and defined in its
own categories for purposes of culpability.
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Saadia’s comparison is not apropos. The issue of persistence of personal identity is attendant not only upon general resurrection but becomes germane in individual cases of resurrection that may occur long
before that time. Unlike questions of ritual defilement that have no ramifications during the present era, the marital status of any deceased person
who might merit earlier resurrection would immediately become a practical problem.
Indeed, apart from the instances of resurrection at the hands of a
prophet recorded in biblical narratives, the Gemara reports two such
events that occurred during the talmudic period. The Gemara, Megillah
7a, records that Rabbah and R. Zeira shared a Purim feast. Rabbah became inebriated and slit R. Zeira’s throat. On the morrow Rabbah prayed
on behalf of R. Zeira and restored him to life.9 Similarly, the Gemara,
Ketubot 62b, recounts that R. Hananyah ben Hakmai left his family and
spent twelve years at the academy. When he returned to his home he
found his wife sitting and sifting flour. Upon seeing her husband she became overcome with joy and “her spirit flew away.”10 R. Hananyah prayed
on her behalf and she was restored to life. There is no hint in those sources with regard to either R. Zeira or R. Hananyah were required to remarry their respective wives in a new ceremony in order to reestablish a
marital relationship.11 Indeed, Knesset ha-Gedolah, Hagahot ha-Tur, Even
9

See, however, Maharsha, in his commentary ad locum, who interprets the narrative in a non-literal manner.
10
The Gemara, Shabbat 88b, reports that as each of the Ten Commandments was
uttered by God “the souls of Israel departed.” R. Akiva Joseph Schlesinger, in his
responsa, Orah Hayyim, no. 231, understands that statement as declaring that the
people of Israel did not actually die but merely fainted. The statement of the Gemara,
Ketubot 62b, may well be understood in a similar vein.
R. Menasheh Klein, Mishneh Halakhot, IX, no. 401, cites a statement of Pirkei deRabbi Eli’ezer, chap. 31, establishing the same point. Pirkei de-Rabbi Eli’ezer states
that, as the knife was placed upon the throat of Isaac, “his soul flew away and exited.” As
soon as God commanded Abraham, “Do not put your hand upon the lad,” Isaac’s soul
returned to his body. Nevertheless, Isaac remained Abraham’s heir and certainly did
not require a second act of circumcision or of “letting of the blood of the covenant”.
Far more striking is the aggadic source cited by Shibbalei ha-Leket and Tanya
Rabbati that declares that Isaac actually “became ash and his ashes were cast on
Mount Moriah. The Holy One, blessed be He, brought dew upon him by means of
which the Holy One, blessed be He, resurrected Isaac. The ministering angels immediately exclaimed, “Blessed art Thou, Lord, who resurrects the dead.” That aggadic
statement contradicts the position of Hatam Sofer and Rav Pe’alim, cited infra, note
11, to the effect that personal identity is lost upon decomposition of the body and
that identity is established de novo upon resurrection.
11
Probably the most widely-cited discussion of those two incidents in this context
is that of R. Chaim Joseph David Azulai, Birkei Yosef, Even ha-Ezer 17:1. Birkei Yosef
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ha-Ezer 17:2, rules that the marriage of a person restored to life by a
prophet remains intact.
The earliest authority to discuss a related issue was R. Israel Isserlein,
Terumat ha-Deshen, Pesakim u-Ketavim, no. 102. Terumat ha-Deshen
discusses the status of the wife of the prophet Elijah subsequent to Elijah’s
bodily ascent to heaven and focuses upon the terminology employed by
Scripture in formulating the prohibition against adultery. Leviticus 20:10
describes a married woman as the “wife of his fellow.” Terumat ha-Deshen
infers that “‘the wife of your fellow is forbidden,’ but not the wife of an
angel.” The term “re’a” connotes a peer, i.e., a corporeal being, and
hence excludes metaphysical entities such as angels. Elijah, while in heaven, has no body and hence is not “your fellow,” and, accordingly, his wife
is permitted to others. By the same token, it would appear that, according
to Terumat ha-Deshen, upon death of the husband, entailing as it does separation of the soul from the body, the wife is no longer the wife of “your
fellow” and hence there is no longer a marriage.
assumes that no marriage ceremony was necessary, but Birkei Yosef does not treat the
matter as establishing the principle that personal identity survives death and continues upon resurrection. Birkei Yosef declares that the marital union remained intact
in the cases described by the Gemara because the bodies had yet not been interred.
It is generally agreed that death occurs only upon irreversible cessation of the bodily
functions that constitute the criteria of life. Thus, successful resuscitation indicates
that death has not yet occurred. If so, Birkei Yosef apparently regards revivication up
to the time of burial as resuscitation rather than as resurrection. Rather than affirming that personal identity is preserved in resurrection, Birkei Yosef seems to affirm
precisely the opposite: identity (and hence marital bonds) survives resuscitation and
hence revivication prior to burial, but does not survive resurrection after burial has
occurred; accordingly, upon resurrection, the parties will not be regarded as married
to one another.
Hatam Sofer, Niddah 70b, distinguishes between revivication prior to decomposition of the body and resurrection. Hatam Sofer asserts that personal identity is lost,
at least for purposes of Halakhah, only when the body turns to dust. Cf., infra,
note 25. See also Rav Pe’alim, II, Sod Yesharim, no. 2. See Temurah 31a where the
Gemara explains that a bird hatched from an egg laid by a terefah is permitted because
the fledgling develops only when the egg becomes putrid “and upon its becoming
putrid it is mere dust.” Rashi as well as one opinion cited by Tosafot, Niddah 50b,
s.v. tarnegolta, employ that concept in their analysis of determination of identity as a
member of an avarian species. Rambam, on the other hand, maintains that identity as
a member of a species remains intact. See section I.
Hatam Sofer’s view that original identity is lost upon decomposition and later identity upon resurrection is established de novo seems to be contradicted by the earliercited opinion found in Sifra, Parashat Zav 18:1. Sifra records a controversy with
regard to whether the original anointment of Aaron and his sons serves to consecrate
resurrected priests or whether priests must be newly anointed upon resurrection. If
their original identity is lost upon decomposition it is difficult to fathom why a new
act of consecration should not be required.
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R. Josph Babad, Minhat Hinnukh, no. 206, challenges Terumat haDeshen’s conclusions. Minhat Hinnukh readily agrees that an angel lacks
capacity to contract a marriage. However, he points out that, as stated by
the Gemara, Kiddushin 13b, a widow would forever be precluded from
remarriage but for the principle that death of the husband severs marital
bonds. That rule is established on the basis of hermeneutic principles. Accordingly, Minhat Hinnukh objects that those principles establish only
that marriage is terminated by the death of the husband; there is no parallel derivation establishing that bodily ascent to heaven or transmutation
into an angelic state similarly serves to dissolve the marriage.12
Terumat ha-Deshen presumably understood the hermeneutic principle applied, not as establishing that death is a “mattir,” i.e., an event that
dissolves a marriage with finality comparable to the dissolution of marriage by divorce, but as establishing that only the existence of a living
husband prevents a woman from contracting a new marriage. Death is
then simply the most obvious, but not necessarily the only, example of
non-existence of a living husband.13 Bodily ascent to heaven might be
another. If so, even according to Terumat ha-Deshen, upon resurrection,
the physical presence of the husband might serve to reestablish the marital relationship.14 [It is certainly arguable that, even according to this
analysis of Terumat ha-Deshen, should a woman contract a new marriage
during the period of her husband’s physical non-existence, that marriage
would prevent reinstatement of her earlier marriage upon the physical
reconstitution of her first husband. The principle with regard to sanctified
animals is that, once sanctification has occurred, it does not become
abrogated. Similarly, the second marriage, once validly contracted, does
not terminate other than upon divorce or death of the new partner.15]
12
Minhat Hinnukh himself postulates a theory to the effect that, according to
some authorities, if circumstances arise making it impossible to contract a marriage,
e.g., apostasy of the husband, an already existing marriage also becomes nullified. Accordingly, since neither a corpse nor an angel can contract a marriage, death serves to
abrogate marriage.
13
Cf., R. Elchanan Wasserman, Kovez Shi’urim, II, no. 28. Reb Elchanan posits
this conceptual dispute as the basis of a controversy between Ramah and Bet Yosef,
Yoreh De’ah 267, regarding the status of slaves of a convert who are minors at the
time of the convert’s demise.
14
See R. Chaim Eleazar Wachs, Nefesh Hayyah, Even ha-Ezer, no. 3, s.v. u-bevad’ai, who tentatively suggests, but later rejects, the notion that a woman, having
been permitted to marry, cannot later be forbidden to do so. See infra, note 15.
Nefesh Hayyah speaks only of individual resurrection but does not address issues pertaining to resurrection in the eschatological era.
15
R. Isaac Schmelkes, Teshuvot Bet Yizhak, I, no. 6, sec. 14, invokes the concept “Her
ways are ways of pleasantness” (Proverbs 3:17) in arguing that, having entered into a
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Teshuvot Avnei Nezer, Even ha-Ezer, no. 56, and R. Elchanan Wasserman
assert that death of the husband, like divorce, is an event that severs all
marital bonds. If so, capacity to contract a new marriage upon resurrection is not at all germane to the issue of personal identity.
IV.
Although there is less reason to assume that bodily ascent to heaven terminates personal identity than there is for such a determination with regard to death, one authority seems to adopt that position with regard to
bodily ascent as well.
As a qualification for serving as a member of a court qualified to administer capital or corporal punishment, Jewish law requires ordination
transmitted in an unbroken chain beginning with the individuals ordained
as judges by Moses in the wilderness. That chain of transmission was
interrupted during the Roman persecution and ordination has lapsed.
The problem, then, is, how will ordination be restored and a Sanhedrin
reestablished with the coming of the Messiah? One solution offered by
R. Levi ben Haviv in his Kuntres ha-Semikhah is that, since Elijah did not
die but ascended bodily to heaven, he will return to earth and use his
authority to ordain others.
R. Jacob Berav takes exception to that suggestion. R. Jacob Berav asserts that Elijah’s qualification to bestow ordination was abrogated when
he rose to heaven. R. Jacob Berav clearly understands that the Elijah who
will return is, for purposes of Halakhah, not the same person who was
taken from earth. The clear implication is that the two personae do not
share a single identity.
V.
Crescas himself advances a theory that both explains the need for bodily resurrection as a matter of divine justice and also serves to explain continuity
of personal identity. An individual possesses a single identity before death
and subsequent to resurrection of the body because his soul remains
legitimate union, the woman cannot subsequently be prohibited to her new husband.
That principle is formulated by the Gemara, Yevamot 87b, in establishing that a woman
who is not subject to levirate obligations upon death of her husband cannot subsequently
become forbidden to marry freely. Hence, that principle should be equally applicable even
if the wife has not actually contracted a new marriage. See supra, note 14.
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unchanged. The problem of identity arises only because of change; the
adult is so markedly different from the neonate that it is difficult to recognize them as one and the same person. When constancy is preserved
throughout existence the problem does not arise. Thus, for example, philosophers do not question why a rock is regarded as remaining the same
rock over an extended period of time; the rock is durable and undergoes
no perceived change. Similarly, the soul is constant and undergoes no
change in leaving the body for a transcendental existence or in its restoration to a corporeal body. Accordingly, it is the unchanging soul that accounts for constancy of personal identity.
Crescas sees no problem with regard to divine justice, apparently,
because he does not regard divine justice as requiring that the particular
inanimate material substance of the body be rewarded. To return to the
analogy of suits of clothes: divine justice does not require that a person
receiving reward for a good deed be attired in the suit he wore while performing that deed. By the same token, the soul receiving reward need not
inhabit the same body in which it was present while earning such reward.
Nevertheless, divine justice demands that reward must be accorded the
soul while united with a body because the qualitative nature of the reward
experienced by a soul inhabiting a body is different in nature from the
reward that might be experienced by a disembodied soul. Hence:
If God were to create a creation of the temperament and characteristics
possessed by Reuben, for example… and his soul which is a substance per
se were to unite with this creation, there is no doubt that this soul and its
faculties would use this body, upon its union with it, identically as it had
used the body of Reuben.16

It is the temperament and characteristics of Reuben in his original incarnation that must share in the reward rather than the molecules of his
previous body. “Temperament and characteristics” are matter-dependent
but do not depend upon particular particles of matter.
Crescas develops his thesis by first pointing to the phenomenon of
growth of a person during the course of his life. The person possesses a
single identity during the course of his lifetime despite the fact that the material substance of which the body is composed undergoes significant change.
That is readily understandable once it is recognized that personhood is
determined by the unique soul possessed by each individual and recognition that the soul is constant and unchanging:
16

Or ha-Shem, Third Treatise, First Section, Part 4, chap. 4.
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Behold, Reuben, for example, who was born slight of stature together
with a vegetative soul and subsequently grew. If it is [the case] that the
parts of his body came into existence from the food which descends
through the organs of his body –– and it is clear with regard to every part
of the parts of his body that it came into existence from the food that was
outside the body –– if within the body it is a different entity, similarly, the
soul then unites with this body whose characteristics are just like Reuben’s.
Although the part[s] of his body are from exterior places, upon becoming united with this soul they are one entity. Since the soul is the essential
form of the possessor of the soul and gives him his essence, the soul gives
form to the body and gives it its essence. Because the essence of the soul
does not change, it is necessarily the case that the body which becomes
united with it be carried along with it just as the food is carried along with
the recipient of the food and is converted to become his body.

In this exposition Crescas has resolved the problem of personal
identity –– at least as the concept pertains to human beings. Human
personhood depends upon the soul. Since, unlike the body, the soul is
unchanging, it is by reference to the soul that continuity of human identity can be understood. It then follows that, since the soul is immortal,
identity survives death of the body.

VI.
Further evidence that individual identity is preserved even after death is
found in various sources indicating that some deceased individuals returned to terrestrial existence for brief periods and assumed their earlier
corporeal identity. The Gemara, Ketubot 113a, relates that, at least for a
limited time after his death, R. Judah the Prince returned to his home
every Friday evening. Sefer Hasidim, no. 1129, amplifies that narrative in
indicating that R. Judah was not present as a mere apparition but that he
also recited kiddush on behalf of the assembled. R. Chaim Joseph David
Azulai, Shem ha-Gedolim, I, Ma’arekhet Gedolim, s.v. Rabbenu Eli’ezer
bar Natan, cites earlier sources indicating that, on one occasion, the
Patriarch Abraham returned to earth and was counted as a member of a
minyan. It is not conceivable that a metaphysical entity is qualified either
to recite kiddush on behalf of others or to serve as a member of the quorum necessary for public prayer. The individuals in question must, then,
not only have been physically present but must have been present in
their earlier identities; they could not have appeared sui generis because a
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spontaneously arising individual would have no obligation with regard
to commandments. Those narratives are meaningful only if the previous corporeal identity of those individuals is regarded as having been
preserved.17

VII
If death of the husband severs matrimonial bonds in a manner similar to
divorce, then, quite obviously, at the time of resurrection, a deceased
couple, although they may retain their earlier personae, will no longer be
married.18 The situation of a deceased wife who returns to life is significantly different. There is no biblical source from which it may be derived
that death of a wife dissolves a marriage. Hence, if inherited identity survives death and resurrection, it should follow that a woman restored to
life during the lifetime of her husband remains married to him19 and lacks
17

A further problem, however, remains. R. Yechiel Michel Tucatzinsky, Gesher haHayyim, II, chap. 26, sec. 3, notes that death relieves a person from obligations vis-à-vis
commandments. Accordingly, if, after death, such an individual does fulfill commandments, he would do so as an “uncommanded” person. The rule is that an “uncommanded” person cannot enable a “commanded” person to discharge his obligation with
regard to a mizvah by acting on his behalf. Gesher ha-Hayyim finds himself forced to
conclude that the dead, even if temporarily restored to life, are fully obligated to fulfill
all commandments. See the aggadic narrative recorded in Bava Mezi’a 114b indicating
that Elijah, as a kohen, would not have been permitted to defile himself through contact
with a corpse. In talmudic sources Elijah is identified as Pinhas the son of Eleazar.
18
See the discussion of R. Elchanan Wasserman, Kovez Shi’urim, II, no. 28. Having contracted a second marriage, the woman would be forbidden to all others, including her resuscitated first husband. Cf., Rav Pe’alim, II, Sod Yesharim, no. 2, who
cites Zohar, Bereshit 21b, which declares that, upon her death, a woman returns to her
first husband in Paradise. Rav Pe’alim asserts that, upon resurrection, a widow who
had contracted a second marriage may return to her first husband on the grounds
that, at least for purposes of Halakhah, personal identity is not preserved after death
and decomposition. See infra, notes 19 and 25.
19
An intriguing issue would arise with regard to reestablishment of marital bonds
between a husband and his resurrected wife in the event that the husband had married
the sister of his deceased wife. Since a person cannot be married to two sisters simultaneously, does a valid marriage to the second sister have the effect of nullifying the
marriage to the first sister? See Tosafot, Yevamot 49b, s.v. sotah and R. Joseph Aryeh
Lorentz, Pela’ot Edotekha (n.p., 5768), II, 33-44. Rav Pe’alim, II, Sod Yesharim
2, asserts that, upon resurrection, entirely new personae are acquired and hence
the women do not have the halakhic status of sisters. According to Rav Pe’alim, it
follows that, subsequent to resurrection, a formal marriage ceremony will be required
in order to reestablish a marital relationship and that there will be no prohibitions
based upon consanguinity. See Pela’ot Edotekha, II, 42, and supra, note 18.
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capacity to contract a second marriage.20 Such a conclusion is not contradicted by the authorities who entertain the possibility that the wives of
R. Elijah and of R. Zeira were free to remarry; it is the death of the husband
that severs marital bonds, not the death of the wife.
The notion that marriage is not terminated by death of the wife is
not as bizarre as it may seem. R. Elchanan Wasserman, Kovez Shi’urim,
Ketubot, sec. 314, asserts that, to a limited extent, property may remain
vested in the deceased.21 Citing the principle enunciated by the Gemara,
Sanhedrin 48a, to the effect that unexpended funds raised to defray the
burial expenses of a particular person must be distributed to his heirs,
Teshuvot ha-Rashba, I, no. 375, rules that funds raised to erect a tombstone on the grave of the decedent cannot be diverted for purposes other
than enhancing the honor of the deceased. Reb Elchanan regards the
underlying principle as predicated upon the generation of a property interest vested in the decedent, even though the funds were conveyed after
his demise.22 In Kovez Shi’urim, II, no. 11, Reb Elchanan expands upon
that thesis in explaining why, as stated in Bava Batra 142a, the estate of a
proselyte who dies leaving a pregnant wife is inherited by his posthumously born child. Generally, the estate of a proselyte who dies without
issue is res nullius. According to the talmudic opinion that maintains that
inherited property does not vest in a fetus, it would logically follow that
title should vest in anyone who seizes the property, since the fetus has not
yet succeeded to the estate. Reb Elchanan explains that the decedent retains
20

In the event that the husband remarried in the interim the applicability of
Rabbenu Gershom’s edict prohibiting polygamy may or may not compel him to
divorce one of the wives. It is certainly arguable that Rabbenu Gershom’s ban did not
encompass such extraordinary circumstances.
21
Thus, explains Reb Elchanan, heirs who succeed to an estate must satisfy certain debts of their progenitor because of their obligation to honor their deceased
father despite the fact that the commandment to honor one’s parents does not
mandate expenditure of a child’s own funds. Reb Elchanan contends that title to
inherited property remains vested in the father to the extent that he has need for
such property. Nevertheless, absent a duty of filial honor, or in the case of minor
heirs who have no such duty, creditors cannot seize the property upon the claim
that the property remains vested in the debtor himself. The explanation is that,
upon death, the sh’ibud, or lien, upon the debtor’s person becomes extinguished.
The remaining “need,” then, is the honor that must be accorded the decedent by
his children in repaying the outstanding debt rather than the repayment per se. Cf.,
Pela’ot Edotekha, II, 34.
22
See also Rashba cited by Shitah Mekubbezet, Bava Batra 8b. Cf., however Yad
Ramah, Sanhedrin 48a and Mahaneh Efrayim, Hilkhot Zekhiyah u-Mattanah, no. 3.
Mahaneh Efrayim rejects the notion of a property interest vested in a corpse and explains Bava Batra 48a and Teshuvot ha-Rashba as predicated upon considerations of
honor that must be accorded the deceased.
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title to his property, and can even acquire title to property, to the extent
that he has need for use of such property. Passing property to an heir,
argues Reb Elchanan, represents such a need.23 Reb Elchanan further asserts that, upon restoration to life, the proselyte may reclaim his property
from anyone who seized it.24 It would then stand to reason that the deceased, upon resurrection, should be able to reclaim his property.25
23
In Kovez Shi’urim, Bava Batra, sec. 489, Reb Elchanan states that the neonate
does not acquire title retroactively. He then questions how, in the case of an inherited
slave, the slave can acquire freedom while the fetus is yet in the womb and subsequently
return to his original status as a slave upon birth of the child. Similar issues arise in
situations in which the person who has seized an animal of the deceased proselyte later
consecrates the animal or uses the seized object to acquire a bride. Upon birth of the
child does the animal return to its earlier non-sanctified state? Does the bride return to
her earlier status as an unmarried woman? See Pela’ot Edotekha, II, 33-34.
24
It seems to this writer that Reb Elchanan’s thesis is inherent in the distinction
drawn by Tosafot, Bava Batra 154b, s.v. be-hezkat, between heirs and purchasers of
property with regard to a demand for exhumation of a corpse in order to establish a
financial claim. Purchasers have the right to demand such exhumation in order to examine the corpse for the presence of pubic hair in order to establish the decedent’s capacity
to convey property. Heirs may not make such a demand in order to demonstrate the absence of pubic hair in order to substantiate lack of such capacity and hence to invalidate
the sale. Tosafot, in one explanation, explain the discrepancy on the basis of the fact that
heirs are “relatives.” The conventional explanation is that relatives have an obligation
of burial and that Tosafot assert that prevention of other forms of ignominy vis-á-vis the
deceased is also part of their duty. But, if so, why are they not also obligated to expend
their own funds in refunding the purchase price in order to grant the purchaser’s claim
for exhumation? See R. Moshe Feinstein, Iggerot Mosheh, Yoreh De’ah, II, no. 151.
It also seems to this writer that further evidence in support of Reb Elchanan’s thesis
may be found in a ruling recorded in the Gemara, Menahot 51b. The High Priest was
obligated to sacrifice a meal offering termed a minhat havitin each day. In the event of
the death of the High Priest, the offering is purchased with funds supplied by the heirs
of the High Priest. Although that regulation is derived from the verse, “and the priest
anointed in his place from among his sons” (Leviticus 6:15), the Gemara does not posit
an obligation limited to the son of the High Priest nor does it use the expression “relatives.” The implication is that the obligation devolves only upon heirs of the High Priest
who succeed to his estate. Rambam, Hilkhot Temidin u-Musafin 3:22, declares that
the offering is made for the “atonement” of the deceased High Priest. If only “heirs,”
rather than relatives, are liable, the most plausible explanation is that the decedent retains a property interest in his estate to the extent that he has need of those assets for his
own benefit. Posthumous atonement in the form of the minhat havitin is such a need.
In light of the foregoing, it may be explained that the financial obligation of heirs
to bury the deceased is limited to use of funds of the estate of the deceased for that
purpose. The decedent retains title to his property to the extent that such property
is necessary to defray burial expenses. The heirs, however, have no obligation to
expend their own funds for such purposes and hence need not use their own funds
in order to prevent desecration of the body of their relative by others.
25
That position is contradicted by Hatam Sofer, Bava Batra 38b. Hatam Sofer
rejects the notion that personal identity survives death and decomposition and hence
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It might then be assumed that, upon resurrection of his wife, a yet
living husband might reclaim marital privileges just as he may recover
property interests. Nevertheless, Tosafot, Bava Batra 114b s.v. mah, cites
the opinion of Rivan who maintains that the “relationship (she’erut) is
dissolved by death just as [it is dissolved] by divorce.” Tosafot employs
that concept in explaining why a deceased husband does not inherit his
wife’s estate “in the grave” in order to pass her estate to his own heirs.
Tosafot reject Rivan’s thesis on the basis of a text indicating that a wife is
deemed to be the husband’s she’er, or relative, even subsequent to death.
In context, Tosafot apparently assumed that Rivan regarded death of either the husband or the wife as severing the relationship.26 If so, Rivan
regarded death of a wife as similar to divorce and hence it would follow
that, according to Rivan, the marital relationship is not reestablished
upon resurrection of the wife. Indeed, for Rivan it would be impossible
to contend that death of the husband – unlike divorce – is merely the
absence of the husband and that if he is restored to life the marriage persists. Rivan’s position, however, does not contradict the notion that personal identity is preserved during death and resurrection.

a resurrected person has not claim to recover property owned during his previous
lifetime. Hatam Sofer further offers a novel insight into the narrative recorded in II
Kings 8:3-6. That is also the position of Rav Pe’alim discussed supra, notes 18-19.
Hatam Sofer asserts that the property of the child restored to life by Elijah was seized
by heirs of the child’s deceased father on the claim that the resurrected child was a
“new person” and not entitled to inherit as a son. The King and Gehazi restored the
property to the son, asserts Hatam Sofer, only because they did not believe that the
child had actually died and been resurrected.
The comments of Hatam Sofer seem to be contradicted by Hatam Sofer’s own
comments on Niddah 70b cited supra, note 11. In his comments on Niddah, Hatam
Sofer maintains that personal identity is extinguished only upon decomposition of
the body.
26
Cf., Hiddushei Reshash, loc. cit., and R. Eliezer Waldenberg Teshuvot Ziz Eli’ezer,
XVI, no. 24, sec. 6.
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